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Call numbers traditionally used to implement shelf order in libraries are often 
amenable to machine sequencing, since they involve collating sequences which are 
sufficiently coherent for users and library staff to learn. However, these collating 
sequences usually do not match those implemented in computer systems, so that 
special programs to transform the call numbers into machine fileable sequences are 
necessary if the machines are to display the shelf order in a particular library. Two 
common machine collating sequences and their relations with some of the properties 




The problem of getting automated library systems to sort call numbers in shelf order 
has cropped up in virtually every library, and has not gone away with the introduction 
of online systems. Cochrane and Markey, in their 1985 paper on the use of 
classification in online systems, state that 
The ways in which online catalog systems designers have implemented ... 
typical approaches to classification number searching ... have serious flaws. ... 
the display of retrieved items is seldom in shelflist order. [The designers] must 
make a special effort to ensure that display of items retrieved in class number 
searches [is] in shelflist order instead of [the order imposed by] the collating 
sequence of the online catalog's hardware. Library staff using the online 
catalog to classify books or to facilitate shelflisting tasks have openly 
expressed their displeasure with such displays, since they are not very helpful 
during the course of their daily classifying and shelflisting efforts 1 (p.95) 
And in their 1987 paper ‘Online catalogues and shelflist files: a survey of ARL 
libraries'2, Eppie and Ginder reported that ‘few systems are capable of producing 
printed lists in true shelf order.’(p.292) and 77 of the 87 libraries in the sample 
indicated that they were filing cards for new materials in their paper shelflists (p.291). 
31 of these 
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libraries have operational online catalogs and they reported the failure of online 
systems to provide traditional shelflist functions as the major reason for not closing 
the shelflist catalog. (p.294) The shelf orders which libraries have used since the 
introduction of relative location schemes a century ago are, as Eppie and Ginder point 
out, ‘... difficult to replicate in an online environment.’ This is almost certainly 
because ‘we have not clearly defined the system requirements for an online shelflist’. 
It is notable that their findings were at variance with Lois Mai Chan's assertion that 
'shelf-order browsing. . .is already a reality in any online system that can display 
bibliographic records in call number order. Most current systems can do so'. 3  In a 
recent article she repeats that 'The online catalog. . .offers. . .easy shelflist order 
access'. 4  
There is little doubt that  uninitiated users find difficulties with the shelf sequences 
used in libraries, and with computer filing. This is a reflection of the fact that both 
involve the use of the roman alphabet, arabic numbers and punctuation in ways which 
are arbitrary from the user point of view. The sequences of their call number symbols 
are intended by librarians to machanise the collocating of works most alike in respect 
of subject, then author, then title, then edition, etc. right down to volume and copy. 
This paper is a contribution to that 'special effort' required to elucidate those 
sequences, in the hope of assisting librarians to communicate shelflist order to 
themselves and their users, as well as to systems designers.
Collating sequences 
Prominent among the collating sequences of computer systems are the American 
Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) and the Extended Binary Coded 
Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC) from IBM. .  Many of the characters involved 
can be found on PC keyboards, and a character code table is included in the user's 
guide for most personal computers.5  The characters explicitly marked on the 
keytops of PC and terminal keyboards, available either directly or by combination 
with the shift keys, delimit a convenient  set for use in call numbers, excluding the 
extra characters available by using the 'control' or 'option' or 'alt' keys. The common 
95 character ASCII collating sequence is 
space ! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + , - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
: ; < = > ? @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U 
V W X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q 
r s t u v w x y z  ~
The characters are listed in ascending order of the integer numbers by which they are 
represented in the machines. For example, space is 32, ! is 33, and so on up to ~ is 
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126. The ASCII character set is being used to write this article and does not include 
some of the punctuation symbols found in EBCDIC, which has the order -
space punctuation a-zA-Z0-9 
so stated because not all the symbols can be presented here.6 It is ironic that our chief 
call number systems arose in the same country and era which saw the genesis of 
machine data processing. In this field it became evident early that there was need to 
relate these sets of symbols in fixed, though necessarily arbitrary, collating sequences. 
A collator is 'a device for matching or checking punched cards in separate files and 
for merging two or more files sorted into the same ordered sequence.’7  To effect this, 
the collator designers had to specify an order for the machine codes for all the 
symbols which the collator was to recognize. Hence the term 'collating sequence'.  
In a culture which demands competitive development, it is not surprising that different 
machine makers found it useful to build different relations between the sets of 
symbols into their products, and it was many years before the American standard 
alluded to above was achieved. 
Call Number Notation and Filing
Most call number systems from the last hundred years use notations which are a 
mixture of numerals and letters, and a few punctuation symbols. It has been held that 
‘the only serious weakness of a mixed notation is the possibility that any one of the 
sets of symbols used is not widely recognized.' 8 (p.17) While recognition of the 
symbol sets is of prime importance, their reproducibility and especially their order are 
at least equally so, as Melvil Dewey recognized when he wrote... 
‘Notation. The characters chosen should be familiar, readily written and within 
the resources of the ordinary printing office. Roman numerals are clumsy and 
easily misread, and the signs *, [dagger, paragraph indicator], etc. having no 
necessary sequence, are worthless for indicating arrangement. Notation is then 
wisely limited to the roman alphabet and arabic numerals, either separately or 
in combination.’ 9  
Nowadays we might substitute ‘within the compass of the common computer 
keyboard’ for ‘within the resources of the ordinary printing office’. However, our 
culture did not in Dewey's day, nor yet in our own time, teach us to combine the sets 
of numerals and letters in a ‘necessary sequence’. There seems still to be a general 
unease about the inclusion of numbers in literate textual discourse, resulting in quite 
complex rules requiring instead the use of the words which name the numbers in 
many contexts.10,11      
Some accommodation has been made among librarians with the notion of a collating 
sequence under other names, such as the 'numbering base'12, 'the order of sorts'13, 
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the 'scale of ordinal values'14, 'the ordinal value of digits'15 and 'the basic order of 
characters’16 for filing data elements in bibliographic records. Ranganathan defines 
the concept precisely for call numbers in his Prolegomena, section CM22: -
A set of ordinal numbers to represent the classes. ... Representation of 
each class by an ordinal number is needed in order to 'mechanise' its 
restoration to its old unique position, if it is taken out of its position for any 
reason. . .To 'mechanise' means to eliminate the need to remember or consider 
the exact connotation or denotation of the classes in their mutual relation.
and elaborates in section DE1:-
In CC, the ordinal value of the Roman capitals are taken to be greater than that
of the Indo-Arabic numerals. . .Roman smalls. . .had to be given a definite 
place in the scale of ordinal values.   
and in HA64:
new basic ordinal numbers can be improvised by using any symbol or digit 
and defining its sequence relative to the already existing ordinal numbers--
conventional or improvised.14
There is more in sections of chapters HA, HC, JF and SA, with bookmarks in UB-UE.  
Satija also addresses directly the need to make explicit the relations among the 
characters used to form call numbers.15
On the other hand, Hines and Harris defined an 'order of sorts' for other bibliographic 
elements as follows-
a) Blank (i.e., space).  
b) The order of the English alphabet, A-Z. 
 A capital letter is considered to be identical 
to the same lower-case letter. 
c) The order of the Arabic numerals. Note that numbers are to be 
considered as numbers, not as isolated numerals. 
(E.g. 19 comes before 195, and 19.5 precedes 20, etc.) 
d) Signs, symbols, punctuation and letters not given as part of the sort 
sequence are otherwise to be disregarded. . . completely.13
Another prescription for other bibliographic data is rule 1 of the 1980 American 
Library Association Filing Rules: -
space dash - / . have equal filing value 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Aa - Zz upper and lower case have equal filing value 
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All other punctuation is ignored (rule 1.2) i.e. treated as if it did not exist, except in 
connexion with numerals (rule 8). The general rule 8.1 is 
When numeric strings are compared ... they file according to numerical 
significance from lowest to highest, except as specified in the remainder of 
Rule 8. Each numeric character string is considered as a whole. It should be 
remembered, however, that spaces, dashes, hyphens, diagonal slashes, and 
periods are equivalent and mark the beginning and end of character strings. 
Meanwhile rule 8.2 on punctuation says that ‘Punctuation used to increase the 
readability of a numeral ... is treated as if it did not exist. Punctuation used in other 
ways ... is treated as a space.’ Further to this, and rule 8.3 on decimals advises that 
‘Numerals after a decimal point are arranged digit by digit, one place at a time. 
Decimal numerals that are not combined with a whole number ... are arranged before 
the numeral 1.’ 
Furthermore, a number comprised of an integer string and a decimal fraction files 
ahead of the number represented by that same integer string, as the examples after 8.6 
show  
6.41 files before 6 
600.0245 files before 600 
which is not the conventional arithmetic sequence of numbers, and is fatal to the 
correct sequencing of DDC classmarks, so long as their ‘decimal point’ is treated as 
such. None of the examples in rules 1, 5 or 8 make clear what the ALA 1980 rules 
will do with strings composed of juxtaposed letters and numbers such as comprise 
Cutter, Cutter-Sanborn or LC book numbers. The few instances – ‘A-5 rocket’(rule 1), 
‘I-90 design team’, ‘I-95 harbor crossing corridor study’, ‘IEEE Intercon75’, ‘IFIP 
TC-2’ (rule 5), give no guidance, since all but ‘Intercon75’ do not juxtapose the letters 
and numbers, and in this instance the adjacent examples have no numerals.16
Call number collating sequences
Since DDC and LC classmarks are clearly disordered by these rules for other 
bibliographic data, it seems best to put the latter aside and look at the practices in 
common use with call numbers. Since nearly every library creates its own variant on 
these systems, it is necessary to find a sufficiently public example to discuss 
Comaromi 8 provides detailed descriptions and examples, so let us consider the results 
of sequencing a pair of typical call numbers from the pattern set out in the sixth 
chapter of his book. These are DDC classmarks and Cutter-Sanborn 'bookmarks'
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This term was introduced by Charles Cutter as 'the book-mark, which distinguishes 
that book from other works in the same class'.   He also introduced the footnote with 
the apology that 'I am sorry to be obliged to use this term, which has another well-
accepted meaning, but there is no other suitable term; work-mark is the letter which 
distinguishes the two works of the same author in any section'.17  Cutter’s own name 
is now used among librarians to label the leading part of the bookmark, though the 
table of 'cutters' set out by his colleague Kate Sanborn is, as Lehnus has asserted, 'by 
far the most widely used in libraries which classify using Dewey's Decimal 
Classification.' 18 (p.66)
Such call numbers sequence as follows, according to the above machine collating 
rules -  
ASCII EBCDIC Desired order
821.8 .S6231e 821.8 .S623s 821.8 .S623s 
821.8 .S623s 821.8 .S6231e 821.8 .S6231e 
It is evident that EBCDIC gives the correct sequence of these two examples, and that 
is because it files numerals after letters, (`1' after `s') whereas ASCII puts numerals 
first. Now consider a pair of call numbers, for two editions of the Sears' List of subject 
headings -
ASCII EBCDIC Desired order 
025.47 .S439a11 025.47 .S439a11 025.47 .S439a9 
025.47 .S439a9 025.47 .S439a9 025.47 .S439a11 
Neither of the sequences can handle this correctly, since they work character by 
character from the left and compare the tens numeral of `11' with `9' without being 
able to relate the integers `9' and `11', which is what is needed to give the proper 
sequence. Every character is treated quite separately from its neighbours - "one place 
at a time" - as in ALA rule 8.3. The data processing machinists solved this by 
recording all integers in such symbol strings with sufficient leading zeroes to 
accommodate the largest integer value which might occur in that position in the string 
-
ASCII EBCDIC Desired order
025.47 .S439a09 025.47 .S439a09 025.47 .S439a09 
025.47 .S439a11 025.47 .S439a11 025.47 .S439a11 
so that the character-by-character collating process works. In all cases, the numerals 
in the call numbers are being sorted as if they comprised decimal fractions, 
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numbers to the right of a decimal point. Melvil Dewey pointed out that 
the two uses of numbers must be kept constantly in mind, or serious confusion 
will result.  First, is the common whole number use, 1, 2, 3 and so on to 
infinity. . .The second use, which is less clearly kept in mind, is the decimal or 
dictionary use of characters. . .In the first use of the numbers we work to the 
left of the decimal point.  In the second we work to the right.  The first. . 
.applies to all consecutive numbering.  The second is used for anything we 
wish to intercalate.12 (p.75).  
Charles Cutter also had expounded on this theme in 187819 and was still finding it 
necessary to elaborate some 15 years later 
The figures are to be considered as decimals, and arranged on the shelf in the 
order H2, H21, H211, H2111, H2112, H22, H23, H233, H24, H3, and so on. . 
.Some persons are apprehensive that this decimal arrangement will be hard to 
use, or at least hard to teach to stupid assistants and (when the public are 
allowed to go to the shelves) to a public unwilling to comprehend. It may be 
so sometimes.'17 (p.142)  
Allowance must be made for the possibility that integers may occupy a different 
position from decimals in a collating sequence. Consider the effect of using the two 
common machine collating sequences on the unmodified following examples from 
Comaromi's sixth chapter 8... 
ASCII EBCDIC Desired order
973.26 .P249h 973.26 .P249h 973.26 .P249h
973.26 .P249h2 973.26 .P249hi 973.26 .P249h2
973.26 .P249hi 973.26 .P249h2 973.26 P249hi
which shows EBCDIC producing the wrong order because it puts numerals last.  In 
both cases, the space files before any of the other characters used here. It is evident 
that if the call number for the second edition, which must end with an integer, is 
required to file in this sequence, it must be the case that integers file before letters. 
Hence, if numerals comprising integers are denoted by underlined numerals, the 
collating sequence which applies here is 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
space0123456789abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789
where the plain numerals on the right are decimals, and the capitals each have the 
same values as their lower case letters. Numerals comprise either decimals or integers, 
and in the Comaromi examples above the integer numeral – the ‘2’
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denoting the second edition – always follows a lower case letter. This rule is not the 
conventional rule for distinguishing integers from decimals; usually, they follow a 
decimal point. Nevertheless, these rules can be programmed and learned, giving the 
collating sequence above for Comaromi’s shelflist order.
Deviations from Collating sequence 
As Comaromi says (p.95), ‘the real world is far more gnarled.’ Some symbols may 
appear in call numbers without having any filing significance, such as ‘the period 
[which] precedes the Cutter number for the author to show that it is a decimal 
fraction’ This reason may be correct for the Library of Congress classification, but 
Comaromi uses it also in all the numbered DDC examples which he begins on page 
69, without announcing any reason.  It is worth noting that there is no mention of 
this convention in any of the instructions for the two or three figure Cutter tables. 
Cutter himself used the period in this position as a size mark and mark of separation 
of the class mark from the book mark, not as a signal of decimals.17 (p.143)
In the DDC classmarks all the numerals are decimals: the ‘decimal point’ is not a 
conventional decimal point. The glossary of DDC20, in defining the 'decimal point', 
admits that 'in strict usage, the word "decimal" is not accurate' but goes on 'however, 
common usage is followed in this edition's explanatory material'.20  Presumably, the 
"common usage" here mentioned is the usage common among librarians, not in the 
rest of the community.
These departures from arithmetical conventions common to the wider community 
causes cons iderable confusion to the uninitiated, whose initiation has to include 
retraining in the uses of the decimal point. Programming computers to handle these 
changes in convention is much easier than getting people to re-think. In fact, in DDC / 
Cutter call numbers, both of the above uses of the period can often be ignored.
Further complications, not mentioned by Comaromi, arise when dealing with the 
alphabetic prefixes and infixes which are options in about twenty places in the Dewey 
scheme, since in most cases, these affixes are accompanied by instructions to 
interpolate the affixed classmarks in the classed sequence at places which cannot be 
achieved by the specification of a single collating sequence relating numerals and 
letters in unmingled groups. For example, this option -
07N DDC19 p.44; DDC20 v.2 p.72 
... if it is desired to give local emphasis and a shorter number ... in a specific 
country, place them first by use of a letter or other symbol, e.g., newspapers 
and journalism in New Zealand 07N (preceding 071). 
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For which the desired order is 070.999  07N 071 
and the following -
378.S DDC19 p.548; DDC20 v.2 p.638 
... if it is desired to give local emphasis and a shorter number to a specific 
college or university, place it first by use of a letter or other symbol, e.g., 
University of South Africa 378.S (preceding 378.4). 




These options direct the interpolation of letters at two different places within the 
numeral sequence: the first requires the collating sequence to be 0A-Z1-9, but the 
second needs 0-3A-Z4-9. Readers have need a-plenty to grasp a collating sequence in 
which the letters and numerals file in separate groups, but mixing them is messy, and 
mixing in different ways is messier still. 
These cases all have to be treated as exceptions to the unmixed sequence which 
applies to -
M787.1 DDC19 p.1317; DDC20 v.3p.548  
…distinguish scores and parts by prefixing M to number for treatises, e.g., 
score and parts for violin M787.1 
Although the M is used as a prefix, the editors of the DDC do not seem to intend to 
prevent the decimal class number from controlling the filing of the classmarks in 
classed order. The decimal class number has to be read as if it were at the head of the 
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with the collating sequence spaceA-Z0-9. The suffixing of the letter accords actual 
priority in filing to the subject classification and takes the reader to the appropriate 
region of the sequence, which is more help for finding the item than having a prefix. 
The equivalence of the two is a useful transformation to keep in mind if automatic 
filing in classed order is sought. It is also useful in explaining the sequence to readers, 
after introducing them to the concept of the collating sequence. It makes the 
application of a collating sequence possible, and is a way of making sense of the affix 
in that context. Probably the only virtue of putting the M first is to draw the reader's 
attention to its anomalous status, causing help to be sought from the librarian. 
Filing these affixed classmarks with the two collating sequences results in 
considerable confusion -
ASCII EBCDIC Desired order
070 M787.1 070
071 07N 07N 
079 070 071 
07N 071 079
378.016 079 378.016 
378.4 378.S 378.S 
378.9 378.016 378.4 
378.S 378.4 378.9 
787.1 378.9 787.1 
787.10724 787.1 787.1M = M787.1 
787.19 787.1M 787.10724
787.1M 787.10724 787.19
999 787.19 999 
M787.1 999
since while EBCDIC has the correct sequence to file the M as a suffix, neither of them 
can deal with the M prefix sensibly. The other affixes are disordered predictably. It is, 
however, feasible to construct a procedure which can deal with such exceptional 
cases. This is done by specifying each one on advance and searching each call number 
for the exceptional character, then interpolating before them an otherwise unused 
character whose ordinal filing value is higher than any others that are used, and, as 
needed, other characters to position the high value character. The interpolated 
characters are never seen by the users, who, like the program, have to be taught how 
to find and file each exception case individually.
The basic collating sequence for shelflist order for call numbers using Cutter-type 
book numbers with integer edition numbers suffixed is thus -
space0123456789abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789 
Transformation tables
The basic transformation tool comprises two groups of three tables of the machine 
characters in collating sequence order, in this case, ASCII. Working from the left, 
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each of the characters which comprise each line of a call number is first checked in 
the three filter tables for classmark, bookmark and piecemark lines. These are 
machine collating sequence tables which show which of the characters are permitted 
in each of these parts of the call numbers. This is done by using the integer number 
which represents each character in the machine to index the tables. For example, the 
period (=46) can be accepted as legal in these tables, but ignored in the next set of 
tables.
The second group of tables is used to specify, for each character, a selected character, 
and thus a particular integer number, which is to represent it in the transformed 
version of the call number. When compared with the similar transformed versions of 
other call numbers in a sorting routine which files character strings according to the 
values which characters have in the standard collating sequence for the machine 
system, the transformed versions will file according to the collating sequence of the 
shelflist order. Before the second group of tables is consulted, the detection of integer 
numbers and other special cases is attempted, and appropriate changes made to effect 
the proper filing order.
The transformation tables are set up on the assumption that numerals in the classmark 
and bookmark lines are usually decimals, while numerals in the piecemark are always 
integers. If integers are detected in the class or bookmarks, the piecemark 
transformation is used for these numerals. If, as is desirable, the order of all the other 
permitted characters is the same in all three parts of the call number, the number of 
tables might be reduced to two, which would be sufficient to allow the two uses of 
numerals to be handled. However, the tool was constructed to allow variation between 
the three parts to be accommodated when examining different collections. 
The call number system in the example below is from Comaromi 8 chapter 6, and uses 
upper case letter options and decimal numerals in the classmark line, and upper and 
lower case letters and decimal and integer numerals in the bookmark lines, and lower 
case letters and integer numerals in the piecemark lines. The upper and lower case 
letters are regarded as equivalent for filing purposes, though it may be that no upper 
case letters occur after the Cutter in the bookmark. The space is used as a line 
separator, and the dot or ‘decimal point’, though it is a legal character, is ignored as if 
it did not exist. The three transformation tables are 
Classmark 
space ! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + , - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3                             4   t u v w x y z { | }
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: ; < = > ? @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U
Z [ \ ] ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i j k l m n
V W X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q
o p q r s
r s t u v w x y z { | } ~
for which the collating sequence is 
spaceABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789 
Bookmark 
space ! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + , - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3                                 t u v w x y z { | }
: ; < = > ? @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U
Z [ \ ] ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i j k l m n
V W X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q
o p q r s             Z [ \ ] ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i j
r s t u v w x y z { | } ~ 
k l m n o p q r s
for which the collating sequence is as follows, reading the two lines together, since 




space ! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + , - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3                             4   6 7 8 9 : ; < = > ?
: ; < = > ? @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U
V W X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q
Z [ \ ] ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h i j
r s t u v w x y z { | } ~
k l m n o p q r s
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for which the collating sequence is 
space0123456789abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
where the underlined numerals comprise integers. 
The collating sequence for the whole system - the one the users could be taught - is 
space0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Any integer is assumed to be no more than, say six digits, and all integersare extended 
to that length by the program with leading zeroes. The tilde ~ is the high value 
character used to control the filing of letters in the classmarks. For example, to get 
07N to file correctly, the program replaces each occurrenceof it internally with 
070.~N, and 378.S is replaced with 378.3~S. None of these inserted characters need 
ever be visible to the users, who present their call numbers in a traditional format 
separating each line with a space, and the program displays the call numbers in the 
same way. The examples above produce the following keys when transformed:
Desired order Transformed version ASCII key
025.47 .S439a9 02547 S439a000009 tvyx{01xw}Z66666?












821.8 .S623s 8218 S623s |vu|01zvw1
821.8 .S6231e 8218 S6231e |vu|01zvwu^
973.26 .P249h 97326 P249h }{wvz0ivx}a
973.26 .P249h2 97326 P249h000002 }{wvz0ivx}a666668
973.26 .P249hi 97326 P249hi }{wvz0ivx}ab
For the above procedure and some other rule-governed features of call number 
systems, a couple of programs written in a BASIC dialect commonly found on IBM 
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compatible personal computers are available from the author. Thes programs can be 
configured to implement the above collating sequence, and if the examples from 
Comaromi’s chapter six 8 are run through them, a consistent shelf order is produced. 
The programs can be configured to file the Lehnus examples.18
Uses
Similar investigation of the character sets and collating sequences of the elements of 
other classification schemes such as UDC, LC, and Colon is showing that at least 
some implementations of them are programmable, and the shelflist orders of some 
actual DC libraries have been replicated and some of the implications of 
amalgamating such shelf sequences are being elucidated. It may therefore be possible 
for some libraries to teach their users, or at least their staff and their system designers, 
the collating sequence which governs their shelf order, and thus to shelflist online.
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